
Guarantee that your projects run on time
Manual tasks and lack of coordination can prevent you from completing your projects in a timely manner. By means of
automated processes, immediate approvals and a fully collaborative cloud-based environment you will save time, 
eliminate delays and make your projects successful.

Manage your projects in a single platform
It is common that the stakeholders in your projects work with several tools; by all collaborating in Smartsheet
(employees, customers and suppliers), easily update the progress of activities, revise information in real time, and even
display the project status with graphical control boards.

FAST TRACK
PROJECT MANAGEMENT SOLUTION
Easily manage projects by exploiting the collaborative functionalities of Smartsheet,
designing and following up your work plans.
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BENEFITS YOU WILL GET
       Visualize your project in Gantt graphs or Kanban cards.

       Complete your activities with efficiency and quality.

       Share comments, files and status updates.

       Set reminders, notifications and automated approval flows.

       Coordinate, lead and improve the productivity of work teams.

       Generate reports in real time.



With dashboards know
in real time:

        The progress of projects.
        The budget and cost of
        projects.
        Variations between planned
        and actual dates.
        The status of activities and
        stages.
        Detail of risks and issues.
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Generate your customized
reports about:

        The execution of the work plans.
        Delayed or critical activities.
        Activities that exceed the
        budget.
        High priority changes.
        Identified issues and risks.
        Assigned resources.

With forms collect
 information about:

        Requested changes.
        Meetings� agenda.
        Projects� risk and issues.

DASHBOARDS
Here you can find graphs
with key indicators, work
eports with real-time and
general information of the
project.

REPORTS
Summarize your
information based on the
desired criteria and
program the automatic
delivery of reports.
 

FORMS
Collect the information
of a work team and 
external collaborators
that update the progress 
of activities.


